Abstract. Cylindrical Wiener processes in real separable Banach spaces are defined, and an approximation theorem involving scalar Wiener processes is given for such processes. A weak stochastic integral for Banach spaces involving a cylindrical Wiener process as integrator and an operator-valued stochastic process as integrand is defined. Basic properties of this integral are stated and proved.
I. Introduction
Stochastic integrals and stochastic differential equations in abstract spaces have been of interest for some time, see, e.g., [3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18] . Most, but not all, of the work in this area has had to do with "proper" stochastic processes taking values in a Hilbert or Banach space, i.e., processes (Xt, t ~ T c R) such that Xt is a (say, strongly) measurable function on a probability space. We are concerned here, however, with "weak" stochastic processes which are associated with (finitely-additive) cylinder set probability measures. Cylindrical stochastic processes (c.s.p.) as defined in Section 2 below are such processes, but to avoid *Research supported by National Science Foundation under Grant No. N. Berman and W. L. Root involvement with various technically different definitions we continue to use the term, weak process, in a somewhat vague sense in these introductory remarks.
In Chapters 3 and 4 of [3] , Bensoussan introduced weak processes and used them to model white noise forcing functions in an investigation of a general type of linear stochastic equation of evolution in Hilbert space. The method of solution employed by Bensoussan is to determine an affine "input-state" map using theory for deterministic differential equations, and then apply the map to the input white noise. No stochastic integration theory as such is necessary for this development, although "strong" stochastic integrals in Hilbert space are defined and used elsewhere in [3] . Balakrishnan, [1] , has also used white noise based on cylinder set measures in a treatment of linear stochastic equations of evolution in Hilbert space. In both of these references the theory is applied to the filtering problem for linear dynamical systems.
Stochastic integrals in Hilbert space have been widely discussed and used, but there is an inherent difficulty in extending stochastic integration in the ordinary sense to Banach space. This fact is noted in the book [16] of Metivier and Pellaumail (see Sect. 16), and they define a weak-sense stochastic integral in Banach space to circumvent the difficulty. Their integral is defined for a class of integrator processes ("2-cylindrical martingales with finite quadratic variation").
Since ordinary stochastic integration theory does not work properly in Banach space (and in particular, in the case where the integrator is a Wiener process) there is considerable motivation to study weak integrals and their application to differential equations. Even in the Hilbert-space case there are good reasons for using weak processes (and hence, it would appear, weak integrals) in certain applications, as is adequately pointed out in [1] and [3] .
In this paper we first define a cylindrical Wiener process (c.W.p.) in a real separable Banach space B and get a representation (Theorem 2.2) that shows such a process can always be obtained by a simple linear transformation from a canonical c.W.p, in a separable Hilbert space. This representation is in terms of a series of independent real-valued Wiener processes and so has an interpretation as an approximation theorem. The weak stochastic integral is defined for the case the integrator is a c.W.p, in B and the integrand is a stochastic linear operator from B to a real separable Banach space B 1. The construction of the integral (Lemma 3.2), using the series representation of the c.W.p., is very easy and transparent; it results in a representation of the integral as a sum of scalar Ito integrals. However, the uniqueness of the construction is not evident and requi.res a somewhat tedious verification.* The cylindrical stochastic process determined by the weak integral with variable upper limit is readily seen to have weak sense analogs of the sample-path continuity and martingale properties of the Ito integral (Thm. 3.2).
The differential equation considered is formally X, = AX~ + ~, *We note the weak stochastic integral is also given an equivalent, coordinate-free definition in [4] . Furthermore, it is shown there that if the c.W.p, is in fact a B-valued Wiener process and if B1 is a Hilbert space the integral agrees with that defined in [6] and determines a Brvalued random variable.
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where A does not depend on t and ~t is a stochastic forcing term. This is interpreted in integrated form (Eq. (4.1)) as an equation in a reflexive separable Banach space B 1 for a c.s.p. X r The operator A is the infinitesimal generator of a class C O semigroup, and the integral of ~t is a weak stochastic integral. The existence of an essentially unique c.s.p. X t that satisfies the equation and certain admissibility conditions is shown in Thm. 4.2. The proof of existence in Thin. 4.2 is a verification of the stochastic version of the variation-of-parameters formula using standard semigroup theory. An apparently nontrivial technical result that is needed and that may be of some interest is Thm. 4.1, which establishes the validity of an interchange of order of integration when one of the integrals is a weak stochastic integral.
In the special case that B l and B are Hilbert spaces and the operator-valued function • is deterministic, Eq. 4.1 is the evolution equation treated in [1] in terms of weak processes, and is a special case of the equation studied in [3] referred to above. The approach we have taken is, however, rather closer to that of Curtain and Falb [6] , which provided a background for this work despite the fact weak processes are not considered in [6] .
Preliminaries
The following notations are used throughout the paper. The symbols B and H, with or without subscripts refer to real separable Banach and Hilbert spaces, respectively. The adjoint space to B is denoted B* as usual; H and H* are identified. If x ~ B, y ~ B*, the real number y(x) is written (x, Y)B, or (y, x)B. where x is identified with an element of B**. In case the space is a Hilbert space H, (x, Y)n is then the inner product. The domain and range of a linear transformation A are denoted by ®(A) and ~(A), respectively. The notation for the Banach space of bounded linear transformations from B to B l is L(B, B1).
Norms are often written with subscripts; the norm in B is I1"11~, and in L(B, Bl) is I1" II BB,-The triple (f~, (~, m) is a probability space, with o-algebra d~ of subsets of f~ and probability measure m on d~. With ~ given, (~t),>_0 is a family of sub o-algebras of d~ with ~, c ~t whenever s < t. It is assumed always that d~ is complete and that all null sets of d~ are contained in each (~c If ~ is a random variable on (fl, d~, m), the expectation of ~, fa~dm, is often written E~. [2] , Corollary 1.2); X is then uniformly square-integrable.
A real Wiener process (~t,~t)t>_o is to be understood to be a real-valued Gaussian process with independent increments satisfying: (i) ~0 = 0 with probability one; (ii) E~t --0; (iii) E(~ t -~s) 2 = clt -sl, c > 0; (iv) ~t is measurable with respect to d~t; (v) (~t-~s) is independent of ~s. We also refer simply to (~t)t _> 0 as a Wiener process if all but conditions (iv) and (v) above are satisfied; of course d~ t can then be taken to be the o-algebra generated by (~)0 _< • _<_ r All real Wiener processes that are introduced are assumed to be separable and hence continuous, i.e., to have continuous sample paths with probability one. [] Any c.W.p, in B can be represented by a limit of sums something like the one in the preceding theorem. To establish this representation we need the following decomposition theorem (see [2] ).
Theorem (Baxendale) . Let C be a symmetric, positive transformation in L(B*, B).
Then there is a separable Hilbert space H and an injection F in L( H, B) such that C=FF*.
With F and H as given by this theorem, we call (F, H) a decomposition of C. For each y ~ B*,
Thus the partial sums converge in mean-square. It remains to show the processes W/ are independent. This will imply in particular that the r.v.'s W/, i = 1,2 ..... are independent so that the partial sums converge a.s. (m). As a preliminary step we note the following. Let s < t, i ~ j, then
[(<y,)(~-<)(yi)]-e[<y,<y,].
Since (Wt)t> -0 has weakly independent increments the first of the terms above is zero. The second is also zero by the calculation, . formally 1~ t is the integral of a "white noise" ~(t) in H, with cove(t)= I, as introduced by Bensoussan (see [3] , p. 127).
We also note that in case the seminorm I" I on H defined by Ihl = IIFhlIB is a measurable seminorm in the sense of Gross [9] , the c.W.p. W t reduces to a B-valued Wiener process that coincides with the B-valued Wiener process constructed by Gross via abstract Wiener space (see [4] ).
One further fact about cylindrical Wiener processes is needed. Proof. Let the covariance operator of W t be tC and fix a decomposition (F, H) of C. With (Wt i, t > 0)~= I defined as in the preceding theorem, for each t let _ W i 6g~ = o(Wj, s < t) (i.e., 6g~ is the o-algebra generated by ( s, s < t)). 
Weak Stochastic Integrals
In this section the weak stochastic integral (w)ff)dp(s) dW~ is defined as a c.s.p, in B1 for 0 < t < t (2) is always defined. The first assertion follows from the observation that (dpz, Y)s~ = (dp*y, z)s. is measurable, a fortiori for all z ~ B and all y ~ B~. The second requires a short conventional argument using the measurability of dpz and the separability of B.
As already indicated, the weak stochastic integral is defined here by a construction involving a series of scalar Ito integrals. In particular, let (F, H) be a decomposition of C (where tC: B* ~ B is the covariance operator for Wt); let (ei)~= 1 be an o.n. basis for ~ (F*), e i ~ ~(F*); letyi ~ B* be such that F*y i = el, and let Wt i ---W~y r All this is as described in the previous section. We consider the Ito integrals fot(dp(s)Fei, y)s dWs i, 0 <_ t < tl, where the first equality follows from Lemma 3.1 and a property of Ito integrals.
Let Pm be the orthogonal projection in H on the span of (e 1 ..... era}. Then the above integral can be written
fotE((P, -Pm)F*Q*(s)y, F*Q*(s)y)ifds = fotEIl(P, -Pm)F*Q*(s)y[12ds <_ fotEIl(I -e,,)F*Q*(s)yll2 ds, n >_ m.
Since II(I -P,,)F*Q*(s)ylIn <-11/7*11"llYll'llQ(s)ll, which is square-integrable l × m, and since II(I-P,,)F*Q*(s)yII--' 0 as m ~ oo, the integrals approach zero as rn ~ oo, n > m, by dominated convergence. The assertion follows.
[] For convenience we denote the mean-square limit given by this lemma by It(Q, y). The above construction makes it appear that It(Q, y) depends on the particular decomposition (F, H) used, and on the choice of (ei)°fl=l and (yi)~= 1"
We show below that in fact it does not. The proof given depends on the use of operator-valued stochastic step functions, which have not yet been required. A function ~ ~ M(B, B1) with the property that for some set of points 0 = s 1 < s 2 < n -"* 00
The proof follows very closely a standard proof of the scalar version of this theorem and is not given (see [4] for a similar theorem). Let • ~ M(B, Bl) and let (O,') Given e > 0, choose n o such that the value of the dominating expression in the above inequality is less that (e/3) 2 for n > n 0. Then
for n > n 0. With n temporarily fixed, one can take N sufficiently large that the first and third terms on the right side of the above inequality are less than e/3. In fact, using Since Ell+~Yl[ 2 < oo, the limit on n may be interchanged with the expectation for the bracketed expression in Eq. 
((W) fot,~(s)dW~)(y) = 1,(~), y), y ~ B~. (3.4) Theorem 3.2. Let d~ belong to the class M( B, Bt), defined with respect to the family ( ~t)o <_t <_ t, of sub-o-algebras of ~, and let (W t, <~t)o ~t < t I be a c.W.p. Then the weak stochastic integral defined by Eq. (3.4) is a weak random variable for each t and a c.s.p, for 0 < t < t I. Furthermore: (1) ( ( W ) fott~ ( s ) dWs)(y) has a modification with continuous sample paths for m-almost all w ~ fL (2) ( ( W ) fo't~ ( s ) dW+ )( y ) is a martingale for each y ~ B*. (3) E((w) fotd~(u)dW u)(x). ((W)Jot~(u) dW u)(y) = fmin(a't)E(tb(u)Ct~*(u)x,y)~,du, x,y ~ B~, ~0 fo t and hence the covariance D ~ Lt( B~, Bl) of(w) <~(s) dW+ exists and is given by Dy = fotE[t~(s)C~*(s)y] ds, y~ B+{.
Proof By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 the weak stochastic integral is well defined for each t as a mapping from B~ into the space of real-valued random variables on (~, C, m). It is clearly linear, so for fixed t it is a weak random variable. The assertion (1) is proved by using the facts: (i) both X t and X t as just defined are martingales; (ii) X t converges in mean-square to Xt; (iii) each X t has a modification that has continuous sample paths for m-almost all co ~ t2. Then one need only follow the usual proof for the scalar case, using a standard martingale inequality and the Borel-Cantelli lemma (see [8] , p. 446, for example). The proof referred to starts with approximation by stochastic step functions, which is different from what we have here, but the arguments are the same. The assertion (3) is proved by the following calculation. Let s _< t:
E((W) fot~(u) dWu )ix) • ((w) gd~(u) dWu )(Y)
(n/0 £
= lim E ~= t(cb(u)Fei,x)sdWd. ~ (a)(v)Fej,y)dWJ
n ---~ oo i 1 j=l by Lemma 3.2 and continuity of the inner products. By Lemma 3.1 and Ito integral theory, this last expression is readily shown to be equal to
fo'e ( ( u ) u ) x, y ) ,,a,. []

Stoehastie Linear Differential Equations
We consider stochastic differential equations (always written here in the integrated form) of the following type
Xty= Xy+ fotXs(A'y)ds+((W)fotd~(s,w)dWs)(y),
where X is an initial weak r.v. in a reflexive Banach space B~ and A is the infinitesimal generator of a class C O semigroup (T(t)) t ~ o on B 1.
The proof of the existence theorem we obtain requires some further facts about integrals. In particular it is necessary to discuss iterated integrals involving both weak stochastic integration and Bochner or Lebesgue integration. These may be written 
If 't' ~ N( B, B~) then • as defined in Eq. (4.4) belongs to the class M( B, B~). The iterated integral X~ is well-defined as a weak stochastic integral by
. If ~t'~N(B,B,) then for each y~B~, { "~( w) L ql(t,s)dWt] determines a stochastic process with parameter s which has a measurable modification with sample functions integrable on [0, t l] , m --a.s. The iterated integral X 2 is a weak random variable defined by
X2y = fo'*[(W) fot"~( t,s) dWt](y) ds.
((W) folqj(t,s)dWt)(y) = nfim ((W) folr~,(t,s)dWt)(Y)
( 4.7) where the limit is a strong limit in Once this is done the lemma is proved, because by Thm. 3.2 this last integral is square-integral (rh = l × m) and hence determines a real-valued stochastic process for which almost all sample functions are Lebesgue integrable.
Since E w • 03) d y exists for a.e. s, as do also the corresponding integrals with cP,, one can write for a.e. s and y ~ B~'
I ((W) fol~(t'03)dlTVt)(Y)-((W) fo l~(t's'to) dWt)(Y) L2(a,~,m) <F,,+G,,+H,,,
where Proof We show that X 1 = X 2 for the case q'(t,s, ~0) is a stochastic step function in the variable t. By identifying 'I'(t, s, co) with O(t, o3) as in the preceding lemma it is straightforward to carry through the passage to the limit for each of X 1 and X 2 to extend the result to arbitrary 'I t ~ N(B, B1). 
F, = ((W) folF~(t,~)dlTVt)(y)-((W) fol~n(t,03)dlFVt)(y) L~(a,~e,,n) G, = ((W) fol',(t,03)dl?~t)(y)-((W) fold~n(t,s,to)dWt)(y)
/ [IL2(~,~, m )
H, =1 ((W) fo ld~n(t's'to)dWt)(y)-((w) fOlql(t's'to)dWt](y) "
]
Let 't' ~ N(B, B l) be of the form xl/(t,S, C0) = ~ ¢i(S,o~)l[t,,t,+,](t )
(
= E fol[((W) folal(t,s, to)dWt)(y)--Qk(S, tO)] dt 2
<_ e (w) s,
But, using the development of Lemma 4.2, one may put Qk(03)= Qk(s, to), 03 = (s, ~0) ~ ~. Then
Since ((W)fola:(t,s, to)dWt)(y)= ((W)fol~(t,03)dlTVt)(y) the right-band side
of the above inequality may be rewritten so that we have 
fo" fo t'Dy(s)ds in L2(~' ~' m)"
By definition of the Bochner integral,
Dy,(s) as ---,
To establish the convergence of the sequence of integrals to the fight side of Eq. (4.9) for m-almost all o~, we have: [] We now return to a consideration of Eq. (4.1). First the conditions that are to hold are summarized, and then the class of solutions to be considered is defined. The space B l is a real, separable, reflexive Banach space. Let (4.10) where the c.s.
E fot'(Xy(s))(o~)as-fot~(Xy,(s))(o~)ds2<_ tlfotlE[X(y(s)-y,(s))12as.
Now,
EIg(y(s)-y,(s))(~o)l 2 ~ IlOll2.L211Y,(S) -
t = T(t)X + (W)fotT(t -s)d~(s) dW~
p. T( t ) X is defined by (T(t)X)(y) = X(T*(t)y)
Proof (Existence). We first show that X t as given by Eq. 
EI(T(t + s)X)(y) -(T(t)g)(y)l 2 = EIXT*(t + s)y -gT*(t)yl
O, s>t
It is easy to check that ff'~N1(B, BI), so that the integral well-defined. With A > 0, y ~ B~',
((W) fot+AT(t+ A-s)dP(s)dW~)(y)-((W) fotT(t-s)dp(s)dWs)(y ) +((w)ftt+aT(t-sWA)~P(s)dW~)(y )
(4.12)
The first integral on the right side of Eq. (4.12) can be written N(B, Bt) , Thm (a)rei,y) . ,. for m-almost all ~o ~ fL Note that the last equality shows that the real-valued process (XT*(t) y)t ~ ~0, t,] has continuous sample paths with probability one. With X, as given by Eq. (4.10), and with substitutions from Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14), one has t *
((W)fotT(t--S)~(S)
dWs
E ((w) ftt+ AT( t-s + A )dP(s) dW~)(y)l 2 ftt + aEllF*dP*( s ) T*( t -
= (d~(o)rei,T*(t-o)y)n ' -(d~
+ fot[(W)joT(S-O)d~(e)dwol(A*y)ds = XT*(t)y-Xy+((W)fotT(t-o)d~(o)dWo)(y ) -((W)fot~(o)dW,,)(y ) a.e. (m).
A rearrangement of terms in the above equation yields (Uniqueness). This proof follows exactly the scheme of a uniqueness proof for a nonstochastic equation (see [1] This has been shown for 0 < t < q, but by continuity it holds at t = 0 and t = t l also. Since °~(A*2) is dense in By and Yt is uniformly square-integrable, we have 
Xt(y) = XT*(t)y + ((W) fotT(t-s)~P(s) dW~)(y)
t
Y~_a[-l foa(A-o)T*(t-s + o)A*2ydo-T*(t-s)A*y].
U t = T(t)U o + (W)fotT(t -s) dW~
Uty = Uo(T*(t)y)+ ~_, fot(T(t-s)Fepk
